Habits and
Rhythms
10th Grade
Tag Line: “Helping students thrive in their walk with the Lord”
Introduction: By the time your son or daughter enters 10th grade they have completed a year of
High School and are beginning the process of thinking like a philosopher. This includes asking an
important question, “Why should I believe”? It is important during this phase of development that
we create space for students to engage the risen savior, and develop skills in owning faith. Up to
this point faith has been an extension of the faith of parents and family (and maybe friends/
mentors), but now students are beginning to think critically. We can serve these emerging adults
by partnering with parents and offering tools that promote a deep and sustainable faith at home.
Sometimes we can be simplistically redundant in our communication around personal devotions.
We tell people that in order to go deeper in their faith they should pray more, read the bible more
and attend church/youth group more. While these experiences do promote deeper faith, they only
scratch the surface of ways we can engage Jesus in our daily lives. The point of this milestone is to
equip parents so that they can foster a rich and intentional space in their home for students to
thrive in their walk with the Lord.
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Helpful Resources
Growing Deeper Practices (The practices listed on this webpage are meant to help us be attentive
to God’s loving and abiding presence and to find within this space a further sense of God’s will and
direction.) http://www.covchurch.org/resources/growing-deeper-practices/

Rule of Life (This is an important first step towards creating an intentional rhythm of devotional
habits) http://www.covchurch.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2010/05/Developing-a-Rule-ofLife.pdf
“Jump: Into a life of Further and Higher” by Efrem Smith
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1. Begin with the “Rule of Life” Check out the “Rule of Life” link under helpful resources. Walk through this exercise yourself first. The “Rule of Life” is meant to help us be intentional and consistent in the way we pursue Jesus in our daily lives. We also recommend taking this exercise and doing it together as a family. The more you
can encourage intentionality and the priority of creating space to connect with God, the better chance your student will have in building this rhythm on their own.
2. Begin with you! While your son or daughter is developing increased independence they are still heavily influenced by what they see and hear from their parents. I remember talking to a 10th grader about daily quiet times
and she told me that each and every morning she would come down stairs to see her dad sitting at the table, eating breakfast, and reading the Bible. Modeling a devotional life for your children will have a powerful impact on
them. And here is the best news, it's never too late to start! Look over the “growing deeper practices” in the link
above and see how God moves through this regular habit!
3. Create habits as a family. The more you can promote devotional habits as a family, the more your son or
daughter will pick up and incorporate into their daily life. Start simple and ask a spiritual question at dinner,
“what is one thing you are grateful for today?” Make Sunday night (or a night that works for you) family dinner
night and pray together as you gather around the meal. Find a devotional journey at Advent that you can read together as a family. Give something up together (or add something life giving) during Lent. Start a tradition like
coming on the EUM Recharge retreat as a family.
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4. Create space for faith conversations. The goal of this point is to make spiritual conversations normative in
your home. As parents we want you to promote opportunities for your sons and daughters to ask and discover
where God is moving in their lives. The trick is asking good questions.
What is your take away from Merge this week?
What did you think when Pastor Creighton said THIS in his sermon?
I have been thinking about THIS, what do you think about it?
5. Serve Regularly as a family. One of the best transmitters of faith is when a family serves together. There is
something about connecting word and action that brings faith alive in young people. Find places and ways that
you can serve together as a family and with other families. Process together at the end of the experience and allow your son or daughter to make observations and connections with their faith when possible.
6. Create a Family Mezuzah. In Deuteronomy 6: 4-9, the Israelites are reminded that God is one, and that we are
to love the Lord with all of our heart, soul and strength. In verse nine, they are commanded to write them (the
law and the commandment to love God with all of who we are) on the doorframes of their homes. This became
known as a Mezuzah and served as a visual reminder of the most important things in life. What would it look
like if you created a reminder in your home so that when your family passed by they would be reminded of the
most import things in life? This could be a fun creative process for your family.
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Connect to the Story
Deuteronomy 6:4-9 (Notice the intentionally and rhythm in this passage)
4 Hear,

O Israel: The Lord our God, the Lord is one.[a] 5 Love the Lord your God with all your
heart and with all your soul and with all your strength. 6 These commandments that I give you today are to be on your hearts. 7 Impress them on your children. Talk about them when you sit at
home and when you walk along the road, when you lie down and when you get up. 8 Tie them as
symbols on your hands and bind them on your foreheads.9 Write them on the doorframes of your
houses and on your gates.
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How does Student Life create space during this phase?
1. We will be teaching the growing deeper practices throughout the year so students can become
familiar with them.
2. Much of what Merge does is focus on helping students develop a thriving and vibrant faith that
they can pursue on their own and in community.
3. Setting up parents to win at home by continuing what happens at Merge and Small groups.

